
Re: building traffic, awareness and, ideally, an initial following for the new co-
branded store in Naples during the soft opening period, prior to “in-season.” 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

This is just me talking to myself and sharing with you: 

If we were doing this by the book (like a real ad agency / marketing campaign) everything 
would revolve around just one campaign idea – one sticky (memorable) idea, a la the idea of “a 
new great partnership on par with P&J, Lucy and Desi, Ruth and Gehrig, etc.” One thing for 
sure: expecting folks to remember (and do the math on) two ideas is asking too much, and can 
be really counterproductive. But, if we’re presupposing that our Grand Opening initiative 
targets in-season folks only, then okay…I guess (more like I hope) an interim soft-opening idea 
that’s totally different than the Grand Opening idea might work. (Plus I know Jay and Tony want 
to spend as little as possible.) 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

2 questions to start: 

1: how soon BEFORE the soft opening will the advertising run?  I ask, because that dicates 
what kind of ideas I come up with. For example: one idea I have = is a countdown tease 
campaign. (Not unlike a blockbuster movie that’s soon to come out.)  

2: typically, on a job like this, I give the client three ways to go… and I charge for the thinking 
on those three ways whether or not the client buys them. (Very rare when a client says no to all 
three. It’s yet to happen in my new freelance life.) But I know CS and GD don’t pay for anything 
but production, so can I put this time against any work that actually happens? 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

What follows is “one on the house.” One idea that would work on TV and in print. The goal of 
the advertising: to build traffic, awareness and, ideally, an initial following for the new co-
branded store in Naples. And I’m not saying it’s the best idea (though I do like it at this point) 
this is just the first thing that popped into my head. 



TELEVISION SPOT #1: 

:15 or :30 TV.  (Not sure on timing yet.)  Three versions to run in random rotation on TV, 
supported by small space newspaper ads. 

AUDIO:   The sounds of hammers hammering, drills drilling, a truck backing up (beep. beep. 
beep.), the general hubbub of construction. No VO, no music, no discernible conversation (no 
talking all)… just the steady buzz of something big being built. (Just a buzz, hypnotic-like.) 

VISUAL:  A purposely blurry video of the construction site. (I would buy this footage online and 
make it blurry. Why blurry?  A: So no one can tell it’s not actually our site, they will assume it is, 
and more importantly B: the blurry construction footage is there to serve as a canvas for on-
screen type… the words that come and go. (Below.) 

SCREEN TYPE: NOTE - I wrote this copy lickety-split, if we proceed, I’ll fine tune, this is just to 
give you an idea for message 1: 

On August 7, a new store will open right here in Naples. 

The latest designer kitchens and baths from a renowned local builder… 

And the area’s finest appliances... at the lowest prices in the state. 

Cornerstone and Good Deals. 

Yeah. You’re going to love it. 

ADDRESS 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

TELEVISION SPOT #2: 

:15 or :30 TV.  (Not sure on timing yet.)  Three versions to run in random rotation on TV, 
supported by small space newspaper ads. 

AUDIO:   The sounds of hammers hammering, drills drilling, a truck backing up (beep beep 
beep), the general hubbub of construction.  No VO, no music, no discernible conversation (no 
talking all)… just the steady buzz of something big being built. (Just a buzz, hypnotic-like.) 

VISUAL:  A purposely blurry video of the construction site. (I would buy this footage online and 
make it blurry. Why blurry?  A: So no one can tell it’s not actually our site, they will assume it is, 



and more importantly B: the blurry construction footage is there to serve as a canvas for on-
screen type… the words that come and go. (Below.) 

SCREEN TYPE: NOTE - I wrote this copy lickety-split, if we proceed, I’ll fine tune, this is just to 
give you an idea for message 2: 

On August 7, something new opens right here in Naples. 

Part store, part gallery, part dreamscape. 

Want to see your dream kitchen or bath… before you build it? 

Cornerstone and Good Deals. 

Yeah. This is fun stuff. 

ADDRESS 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

TELEVISION SPOT #3: 

:15 or :30 TV.  (Not sure on timing yet.)  Three versions to run in random rotation on TV, 
supported by small space newspaper ads. 

AUDIO:   The sounds of hammers hammering, drills drilling, a truck backing up (beep beep 
beep), the general hubbub of construction.  No VO, no music, no discernible conversation (no 
talking all)… just the steady buzz of something big being built. (Just a buzz, hypnotic-like.) 

VISUAL:  A purposely blurry video of the construction site. (I would buy this footage online and 
make it blurry. Why blurry?  A: So no one can tell it’s not actually our site, they will assume it is, 
and more importantly B: the blurry construction footage is there to serve as a canvas for on-
screen type… the words that come and go. (Below.) 

SCREEN TYPE: NOTE - I wrote this copy lickety-split, if we proceed, I’ll fine tune, this is just to 
give you an idea for message 3: 

Starting August 7, you can come to save money… 

Or just come for the show... 



Bring your dreams to get ready… 

And get ready to say “go!" 

Cornerstone and Good Deals. 

Yeah. This is pure Naples. 

ADDRESS 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

2 very quick (very rough) screen capture examples on the next page – 
opening screen to spot #1 and brand screen to spot #1. 

After that, a quick example small space print ad. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Honestly, though, I don’t know what will motivate folks to come out prior 
to the Grand Opening without an offer or special event of any kind. 

At the very least, something special going on outside (or on the windows) 
will help. 





Just a quick rough comp…! 
 




